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Abstract
Phishing is one of the social engineering attacks and currently
hit on mobile devices. Based on security report by Lookout [1],
30% of Lookout users clicking on an unsafe link per year by
using mobile device. Few phishing detection techniques have
been applied on mobile device. However, review on phishing
detection technique on the detection technique redundant is still
need. This paper addresses the current trend phishing detection
for mobile device and identifies significant criterion to improve
phishing detection techniques on mobile device. Thus, existing
research on phishing detection technique for computer and
mobile device will be compared and analysed. Hence, outcome
of the analysis becomes a guideline in proposing generic
phishing detection taxonomy for mobile device.

detect the phishing attack. Thus, to get clear view what is
criterion for modern mobile device phishing detection,
taxonomy for mobile device will be proposed.
This paper proposes phishing detection taxonomy on
mobile device and structured into four sections as follows:
In Section 2, describes the related work in phishing. In
Section 3 also discusses, the methodology used to identify
the categories of phishing attacks and detection
techniques in mobile devices. Moreover, section 4
conducts the analysis on detection technique. Finally, in
Section 5, the proposed taxonomy and future work for the
next research are presented.

Keywords: Mobile, Phishing, Security, Social Engineering,
Taxonomy

2. Related Work

1. Introduction

Current studies in phishing are much focused on
specific phishing detection technique for mobile devices
and most of the studies are more on verifying the validity
of the computer website. Therefore, this section will
review the phishing attack and detection for desktop and
mobile device.

A mobile device is defined as a very small, lightweight
device that provides functionality like a laptop computer
[2]. Examples of mobile devices are Palm and other
PDAs, tablet PC and smart mobile[3]. Mobile devices
have become so popular for business and personal use
because of their features such as portability and long
battery life.
However, the rapid growth of mobile devices has
contributed to security problem due to its functionality
connect to Internet. According to a website
mysecurecyberspace.com[4], one example of security
problem in mobile device is the security threat such as
mobile banking password, contact number, photo and
others. Moreover, Symantex [5] also has reported the
increasing intrusion and identity theft on mobile phones.
The purpose of phishing attack is to steal valuable
information such as credit card and social security
numbers, user IDs and passwords [6]. According to
Boodae [7], mobile device users are three times more
likely to enter a web-based phishing attack than desktop
users. Since the reported shows the increasing phishing
attack on mobile device, many studies has been done to

2.1 Taxonomy
Taxonomy can be defined as a simple classification to
categories into the specific groups [8]. There are few
techniques to mitigate phishing attack such as filtering on
browser and toolbar, anti-virus, anti-phishing and through
education and training.

2.2 Phishing
Phishing term has been introduced in early 1990’s by
America Online (AOL) because of the stolen data
happened on that time. Since, financial lost and stolen
data can be happened in mobile device, few phishing
detection techniques on mobile device that have been
proposed are filtering on browser and toolbar, anti-virus,
anti-phishing and via education and training. There are
some advantages and disadvantages of each techniques
mention above. For example, one of the limitations of
anti-phishing is the signatures phishing need to be
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updated frequently. However, the advantages, it is widely
used in industries and easy to be updated.
Maggi et al. [9] has done a research on phishing of
voice channel and found the phishing attack can be
categories into traditional and modern type. Email
method is identified as traditional way to attack and for
modern phishing attack, instant message, social network
and phone system phishing.
Crain et al.[10] classified the phishing defense method
into technical and educational method. Example of
technical defense method are browser toolbar, email
verification, anti-phishing. There are several limitations
of defense method on toolbar and anti-phishing such as
frequent update the phishing signature, unsecure
connection between server client and user can switch off
the anti-phishing on client [11]. Moreover, for training
and educational methods it requires times for human to
adapt with new process.
In addition, Kumaruguru et. al [12] listed several
defense method through education and training but it
becomes a problem when the worker leaves the
organization. Moreover, the company must frequently
train their for phishing awareness. However, a study by
Alnajim and Munro [13]
categories the defense
mechanism into technical and training techniques. The
defense mechanism consists of anti-phishing for email,
web, IQ test, class assessment and tool bar.
There are few detection techniques that have been
proposed to overcome the phishing issues in education
and technical part. However, this paper review detection
technique and focus on technical based solution for
phishing attack on mobile device.

2.3 Phishing Detection
Phishing launch the attack through browser and
email[14]. Additionally, for mobile device, phishing can
attack via bluetooth, SMS, Voice Over IP, mobile
application and mobile browser.
One of phishing detection technique on mobile device
are using content-based filtering[15]. Moreover, there are
more detection techniques that will be discuss in this
section later.
Phishing detection technique is a research area that can
help to reduce the effect of phishing attack on mobile
device. Commonly, phishing attack will attack website,
client application, visual and images. G. Xiang, et al. [16]
listed two phishing detection techniques such as blacklist
and feature-based. Moreover, J. a. Huh and H. Kim [17]
listed three types of detection techniques such as blacklist,
whitelist and heuristic. In addition, Zhang et al.[18],
listed blacklist and heuristic as common phishing
detection. Moreover, Chhabra [19] listed three email
detection techniques such as blacklist, whitelist and
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graylist. Table 1 shows the summary desktop and wired
phishing detection techniques that has been discusses in
the literature.
However, phishing solutions for desktop and wired
computers are not suitable for wireless and mobile devices
due to processing, power and storage limitations[20],[21].
Thus, phishing detection must be lightweight and high
accuracy in detecting phishing attack on mobile device.

2.4 Common Phishing Detection Technique on
Mobile Device
The possibilities of lost and risks for mobile device are
increasing when the device is connected to the
network[22]. This shows the phishing detection for
mobile device is still a significant research area to be
improved since phishing attack has revolutionized the
strategies into mobile device.
In addition, mobile operating systems and browsers not
have secure application[23]. Losing money and stealing
data such as password, contact number, account number
and etc. can be occurred if mobile application and website
are interacting with each other.
Approximately 1 in 20 users will click on a phishing
link every year on Android devices[1], since phishing
detection for mobile device is different from wired
computers, developing taxonomy for phishing attack and
detection techniques is needed in order to propose an
overview for suitable phishing detection technique for
mobile device.
Dunham [21], identify the phishing attack on mobile
devices into Bluetooth phishing, Short Message Service
(SMS) phishing and Voice over IP Phishing or known as
vishing.
Example Bluetooth phishing attack has been discuss by
[21], the Bluetooth phishing attack works when user
connect to the Wi-Fi hotspot. Attacker can steal the data
when the user connects to the Wi-Fi.
Figure 1 shows the example of SMiShing attack in
Malay language and this attack can be used as a strategy
to trick mobile phone user to transfer money to their bank
account.

Fig. 1 Example SMiShing attack
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Based on the findings, common phishing detections for
mobile device are SMS phishing detection, voice call
phishing detection and mobile web browser phishing
detection. Thus, below are common detection techniques
for mobile device that has been review:
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preliminary analysis on phishing attack by identifying the
common attack on mobile device and finally to propose
taxonomy of phishing detection attack on mobile device.
Figure 2 shows the overview of the analysis process.
Start

i. Content Based Filtering:
This technique has shown a successfully detection
phishing attack on email. J. W. Yoon, et al.[15]
implement this technique with challenge-response
scheme. The combinations of these techniques are needed
to improve the traditional spam filtering detection
technique on mobile device since the content-based
filtering alone is less efficient. Moreover, content-Based
filtering can be divided into rule based and statistic based
[24].
ii. Blacklist:
Blacklist is a method that need human to verification.
Since this technique have very low False Positive(FP), it
is widely applied in the industries as anti-phishing in
toolbar. If user enter the blacklist website, a warning will
be appeared. However, this method is not suitable to
detect new phishing attack[16]. This technique is also not
efficient in update and verify the phishing attack database
globally [17],[25]. In addition this technique have less
capablities to protect users [26]. Moreover, this technique
also
has
been
implemented
in
fraud
telephony(vishing)[27] and SMS filtering by [28].
iii. Whitelist:
Whitelisting method is different from blacklist-based,
this technique need to maintain all website in the cyber
world. The limitation of this technique is impossible to
cover all website [25]. This technique has been
implemented by [28] to detect SMS phishing.

3. Methodology
The aim of this paper is to classify phishing attack and
identify the defense technique on mobile device. The data
in this study were retrieved from various databases such
as ACM Digital Library, SpringerLink, IEEE Xplore,
ScienceDirect, Google, Google Scholar, and Yahoo.
Using these databases, a statistical analysis on every
selected article about phishing detection and filtering was
done to propose taxonomy of phishing detection on
mobile device.
Step 1: Analysis phishing attack on mobile device
category
Step 2: Analysis of phishing attack classification and
detection techniques.
The purpose of the first step is to identify the phishing
attack on mobile device. This paper discusses the

Planning Phase:
Step 1: Search information from various source about mobile
device phishing detection technique
Step 2: Identify and collect information about:
 Phishing Attack Strategies
 Phishing Detection Technique

Analysis Phase:
Step 1: Analysis of Phishing Attack Strategies on Mobile Device
Category
Step 2: Analysis of Phishing Attack Detection Technique

Development Phase:
Proposed Phishing Detection Taxonomy for Mobile Device

End
Fig. 2 Overview the analysis process

4. Analysis and Findings
According to the [29], phishing is a type of technicalbased social engineering. This attack is dividing into
traditional and modern attack where email is traditional
attack and phone system phishing such as mobile device
is a type of modern phishing attack. There are three types
of modern phishing strategies on mobile device such as
SMS, Voice Call and Bluetooth.

4.1 Taxonomy Elements for Mobile Device
Phishing
The development phishing taxonomy is to provide basic
understanding on phishing attack and detection concept
on mobile device. Main elements of proposed taxonomy
are consisting of the Attack Strategies and Phishing
Detection Techniques.
In the proposed taxonomy, all these elements will be
applied to build phishing detection taxonomy for mobile
device. This can be as alternative to understand the
components to build a framework of phishing detection
for mobile device. Figure 3, shows the main elements in
intrusion detection taxonomy.
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at SMS, Vishing and Mobile Application. For whitelist, it
also have more than one occurrence and been applied at
SMS and web application.

Mobile Device Phishing Detection Taxonomy

Attack Strategies

Phishing Detection Techniques

Fig. 3 Main elements of intrusion detection taxonomy

4.2 Mobile Device Phishing Attack Strategies
Table I listed few study by [21], [30] and [23] on
mobile device phishing attack strategies. All listed
phishing type is relevant to be included in the taxonomy
since it has been discussed by the researchers.
Table 1. Analysis of phishing attack on mobile device (item found=√)
References
[21]
[30]
[23]
Phishing Attack
Strategies
Bluetooth Phishing
√
SMS Phishing
√
√
Vishing
√
Mobile Web Application Phishing
√

In addition, Table II listed the phishing detection
technique that has been studies by the researchers below.
This shows, the content based filtering and blacklist is
widely used to detect phishing on desktop and it has been
applied to detect phishing attack on mobile device.
Table 2. Analysis of phishing attack on mobile device (item found=√)
References
[15]
[24]
[27]
[28]
[31]
[32]

Whitelist
Hotspot
Gaussian
Mixture
Model

Table 3. Analysis on mobile device phishing detection techniques based on
attack strategies (item found=√)
Attack Bluetooth
SMS
Vishing
Mobile
Strategies
Web/
Application
Phishing
Detection
Techniques
Content Based
√
Blacklist
√
√
√
Whitelist
√
√
Hotspot
Wireless
√
Defense Tool
Gaussian
√
Mixture
Model

5. Result

4.3 Mobile Device Phishing Detection Techniques

Phishing
Detection
Techniques
Content Based
Blacklist
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As a result from the analysis section, the elements that
will be includes in our taxonomy are the Attack Strategies
and the Phishing Detection Techniques. Since, phishing
attacks are widely discussed in many areas, it is less
consideration for mobile device phishing detection
technique.
This section discussed the outcome of the analysis
which is about Mobile Device Phishing Attack Strategies
Taxonomy, Mobile Device Phishing Detection Techniques
and Mobile Device Phishing Detection Techniques
Taxonomy.

5.1 Mobile Device Phishing Attack Strategies
Taxonomy
√

From the Table I, [21], [30] and [23] has listed several
attack strategies on mobile device and taxonomy are
illustrate as Figure 4.

√
√

√
√
√

Mobile Device Phishing
Attack Strategies

√

4.4 Mobile Device Phishing Detection Techniques
Based on Attack Strategies
In addition, Table III listed the relation between
Attack Strategies and Phishing detection Techniques.
These explain that each attack strategies have different
phishing detection techniques. Blacklist detection
techniques have more than two occurrences which applied

Bluetooth

SMS

Vishing

Mobile Web
appliction

Fig. 4 Mobile Device Phishing Attack Strategies Taxonomy
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5.2 Mobile Device Phishing Detection Techniques
Phishing detection techniques on mobile device also
have been compared in order to develop phishing
taxonomy and the advantages and disadvantages of each
method are summarizes in the Table IV.
There are six detection techniques that has been review
such as Content Based, Blacklist, Whitelist, Hotspot,
Gaussian Mixture Model and Graylist. According to the
table, Content based detection technique has been review
by [15] and [24].
For blacklist detection attack, this techniques has been
applied by [27] and [28]. Whitelist is also a detection
techniques that has been aplied by few researchers to
detect phishing attack on SMS and Mobile Web. This
method has been discussed by [28]. This techniques need
to collct the data of trusted senders and only can detect
phishing from the known sanders.
Moreover, bluetooth phishing attack can be defense by
using wireless hotspot defense tools[32]. The advantages
of this tools it can detect wireless attack and it can check
any changes on ESSID, MAC address of the access point,
MAC address of the default gateway and radical signal
strength fluctuations on the network. However, this tools
need and expert to monitor and understanding the
changes happened on the network.
This technique has been applied by [31], the result
shows this method is effective to detect vishing attack on
mobile device and can identifies lies and true statements.
Table 4. Summary of phishing attack detection techniques for mobile device
Phishing
Technique
Advantage
Disadvantage
Attack
Strategies
Content
 SMiShing
 Flexible
 Less efficient
Based
Filtering
Blacklist
 SMiShing
 Low False
 Not suitable to
Positive
detect new attack
 Vishing
 Effective
 Less efficiency in
 Mobile
detection
updating and
Web
known
verify the attack in
phishing URL
database
 Inefficient to
protect user from
phishing attack
Whitelist
 SMiShing
 Have list of
 Detect phishing
trusted
from known sender
 Mobile
senders
Web
 Blueetooth

 Vishing

Wireless
Hotspot
Defense
Tools
Gaussian
Mixture
Model

 Check any
changes on
MAC address
and etc.
 Identifies lies
and true
statements

 Need expert to
review and
monitor the
network.
 To assign pattern
into lies and true
voice pattern
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5.3 Mobile Device Phishing Detection Techniques
Taxonomy
The mobile device phishing detection taxonomy has
been developed as Figure 5. The taxonomy shows the
general view on phishing attack strategies and phishing
attack detection techniques for mobile device.
As a social engineering based attack, phishing need to
be countermeasure and various defense solutions has been
introduced to detect phishing but not many alternatives
solutions to detect phishing attack on mobile devices.
Since, mobile device is one of modern technology that
essential today, this attack has evolving their strategies
into mobile device.
Mobile Device
Phishing Attack

Bluetooth

Wireless
Hotspot
Defense
Kit

SMS

Vishing

Content
based
Filtering

Blacklist

Blacklist

Gaussian
Mixture
Model

Mobile Web
Application

Attack
Strategies

Blacklist
Phishing
Detection
Techniques

Whitelist

Whitelist

Fig. 5 Mobile device phishing detection attack taxonomy

6. Conclusion
According to[32], there is no anti-phishing solution
dedicated to mobile device. Thus, a review on mobile
device phishing detection technique will help to develop
phishing detection taxonomy because taxonomy can help
user to have understanding about the specific topic.
This paper discusses mobile device phishing attack
and the develop taxonomy has classifies the mobile device
phishing attack strategies into several phishing attack.
This paper is a preliminary study for future work and it
contributes ideas on how to identify mobile device
phishing attack.
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